ABOUT SMARTEST MAN
HOW DARE I?
Six years ago, I put up the sites SmartestManOnEarth.Ca and http://SmartestMan.Ca for short. How can I dare
bet I am SmartestManOnEarth.Ca?
I have the same education as Star Trek's Science Officer Spock who knew the math to figure out the winningest
way to go. I got my degree in Electrical Systems Engineering at Carleton University. In my last year, I took
Canada's only Mathematics of Gambling Course, and then was Teaching Assistant for the next 4 years during
the 1970s. The "Great Canadian Gambler" and "The Professor" from the Trump Taj Mahal can also figure out
the winningest way to go. I was accredited an expert witness in Mathematics of Gambling by Federal Tax Court
of Canada.
Lucky me, Carleton had the very best Engineering School on Earth at the time. Rather than take Civil,
Mechanical, Electrical courses in first year and then specialize for the last 3 years, I got to study Civil,
Mechanical, Electrical courses for 3 years with 3rd year math and specialize in electrical in the fourth, one year
away from a degree in any stream.
http://SmartestMan.Ca/gambler details the adventures for my 42-year professional gambling career including
the O.P.P. "Project Robin Hood" Gaming House Raid on Casino Turmel in Ottawa in 1993.
I may not appear that much brighter than anyone else but if you score 99%, my 99.9999% is not even 1% better
than your 99%. But how much worse is your 1% error than my 0.0001%. Your 1% error means you make 10
thousand mistakes in a million. I make 1 mistake in a million. Your 1% is 10,000 times worse than my
0.0001%! And if I make no mistakes at all, as in Backgammon where most learn to bear men off perfectly, then
your 1 mistake is infinitely worse than a perfect bear-off. "How much better is less than 1%?" versus "How
much worse is 10,000 times the errors?" tells a different story.
My last interview with Michael Arana Nation recapped my career highlights:
Political Campaigning Legend John Turmel explains his plan to save Canada from Financial Slavery!
https://rumble.com/ve7nip-political-campaigning-legend-john-turmel-explains-his-plan-to-save-canada-.html
https://youtu.be/Z7uZY55wWqE
So, no matter how unusual and eccentric the "Great Canadian Character Anthology" (1985) says I may be, I can
reassure you that my math remains unchallenged. http://SmartestMan.Ca/antholog.htm
ROOTS
Grandfather Adelard Turmel 1898. When he and his brothers were drafted for World War One, Abbe Leclerc to
him them to dodge the draft. “If they come for you, don’t kill them but make them die if they insist.” So they
hid out in the woods for the next 3 years. He worked as a lumberjack. On his first day, while the other newbies
grabbed their axes and rushed out to make money, Adelard asked the foreman who was his best worker. “That
small guy over there.” So gramps went told the guy and asked if he could spend the day watching him work.
The guy was so pleased he taught Adelard everything he knew. Grand-dad was the only person in his poll to
vote for the Social Credit candidate during the Great Depression. He turned me on to money reform.
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My mother Therese Turmel (1929) was the 6th surviving child of 12. Remember they lived in a shack in
backwoods Quebec with little light and her older siblings did their homework around the kitchen table. As the
youngest, she learned their lessons and skipped 2 grades and then graduated from Teachers’ College. She used
to tell me she envied my love of math, her toughest subject. Later in life, I saw her report card and she scored
100% in math. I only scored 96% though I came in the 98th percentile for Ontario high school graduates. Mom
was the only person I ever knew who was sharper than me.
My father Bronislaw (Bruno) Twardowski (1924) was a Polish Displaced Person after the war who had fought
in Italy at Monte Cassino. He only had a Grade 4 but was good with his hands and worked at Dofasco making
steel. He mended our shoes, screwed together broken hockey sticks, fixed the car, built an extra room on the
house and a cottage. He received a prize from Dofasco for a suggestion for an improvement. Grand-dad said he
“did good work fast.”
CLAIMS TO FAME
Here's are some claims to fame or where I saw it and the whole world did not:
GUINNESS RECORD MOST ELECTIONS CONTESTED
I was entered in the 1997 Guinness Book of Records with 41 elections offering to reprogram the Bank of
Canada to deliver interest-free credit cards for all. I’m now at 102. Losing never bothered me with such a great
goal. Wikipedia has the list. I probably also hold the Guinness Record for most-arrested political candidate for
objecting to being excluded from public debates by taking a seat until removed by officers with badges and
guns. Youtube for "Turmel arrested."
JESUS’ DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR HEAVEN AND HELL
In July 1995, I was voted Internet Kook of the Month for arguing that Christ spoke in Differential Equations! It
really upset the online world! I had noticed that his most quoted (7 times) statement "To him who has
abundance will more be given and from him who has no abundance, even what he has will be taken away"
described what happens over time, a Differential Equation that takes from the negatives to give to the positives,
how interest on your bank account works! dB/dt=iB is the Differential Equation for Hell! If you’re positive with
more than you need, they give you more. If you're needy negative with less than you need, they take it away.
Taking from the poor to give to the rich is really Hell. So why would Jesus respond to "Why do you speak in
parables" with "because of interest?" “Because this Hell of growing debts and could be Heaven without.”
JESUS WAS A DEBT-FIGHTER, NOT A SIN-FIGHTER
Ezekiel 18:22 explains that if you repent and atone, all your sins are forgotten. Forgiveness of sins is automatic
if you repent and atone. So why would the Jesus ask Our Father for forgiveness of sins that can be automatically
forgotten? The original Lord's Prayer actually says "Forgive us our debts" but was altered to “trespasses!” A
debt is not a sin or trespass. Jesus was a debt-fighter promising heaven in this world rather than a sin-fighter
promising heaven in the next.
Though the Parable of the Talents starts with "The Kingdom of Heaven is like..." and then has the Master citing
the Differential Equation for Hell to demand his interest, I argue the master demanding interest wasn’t Jesus but
really the loanshark Master of Hell.
Big Money took this parable as an approbation of usury if Jesus was the Master demanding his interest. But
Jesus was actually the debtor returning the master's principal and stiffing him for the interest, a tactic I have
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used in my Stiff-the-Bank Anti-Foreclosure legal kits from the 1980s. We accepted responsibility for the
Principal borrowed but repudiated the growth of debt for the interest never received. But making the loansharks
think Jesus was okaying their usury kept the parable from being deleted from the Bible, unlike other alterations
such as "debts" for “sins” in the Lord's Prayer and the recent deletion of "Let the exacting of interest stop" from
Nehemiah 5:10. http://SmartestMan.Ca/poembibl.htm
Paul Corr II, 8:14 is the Differential Equation for Heaven: "Your abundance should at the present time be a
supply for their want so that later, their abundance may be a supply for your want; in that way, he who gathers
much doesn't have too much and he who gathers little doesn't have too little, that there be equality." Db/dt=0. In
Heaven, zero taken from the poor to give to the rich.
BIBLE CHARACTERS FOUND IN AMARNA LETTERS
David Rohl's book "A Test of Time" found the Hebrew United Monarchy in Egyptian Amarna Letters.
Evidence of Bible characters has never been found in archaeology. Not Solomon's magnificent temple, not his
palace. They looked hard and they've never been
able to find proof and have given up to conclude all these Bible characters must be pure myth.
Unfortunately, Iron Age 22nd Dynasdy Shoshenk was pegged to 925 when Shishak plundered Solomon's
Temple because Shoshenk soundslike Shishak which pushed the real Shishask from a previous dynasty back in
time. The Bible characters were actually found in
the Amarna Letters!!
The Bible cast of characters includes
1) father Saul, 2) son Ish-Baal "Man of Baal," 3) his General Baanah for Israel; 4) father Yishay 5) son David,
6) General Joab for Judah.
The Amarna cast of characters includes 1) father Labaya, 2) son Mut-Baal "Man of Baal," 3) Benenima, 4)
Yeshuya, 5) Tadua, 6) Ayab.
With 250 possible names in the Amarna Letters, what are the odds Amarna Letter EA256 would have son of
Lion Man Labaya Mutbaal "Man of Baal" linked with Ayab, Yishuya, Benenima, and Tadua as we have son of
Lion Leader Saul Ish-Baal "Man of Baal" linked with Joab, Yishay, Baanah and David?
The chance of Amarna Letter #256 referring to 6 Bible characters out of 6 is 6! / 250^6 where ! is Factorial,
So 6! = 6 * 5 * 4 * 3 * 2 * 1 = 720
250^6 = 244 trillion.
Chance 6/250 * 5/250 * 4/250 * 3/250 * 2/250 * 1/250 = 720 / 244*10^12 = 1 / 340*10^9
So 340 billion to 1 against picking 6 out of 6 names from 250 to match the Bible cast of characters. The chance
of picking Lion Labaya to match Lion leader Saul, Mut-Baal to match Ish-Baal; Ayab to match Joab: Yeshuya
to match Yishay: Benenima to match Baanah; and Tadua to match David would be 340 billion to one against.
Saul and Labaya both dying at Mount Gilboa is a nice extra. How many hills are there they could have died on?
When you consider the extraordinary odds of so many parallels between the Saul and Labaya biographies and
their coteries, the Great Canadian Gambler, TajProfessor must bet that Saul and Labaya are not two different
people living the same lives with the same family and friends three centuries apart but are the same person and
David Rohl is right!
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“Who was Shishak The Great, Plunderer of Solomon’s Temple?”
If King Labaya in Amarna Letters is King Saul.e
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09K26HNM2
MIRACLE EQUATION I/(P+I)
I'm the only person who teaches that inflation is not only "more money chasing the goods," Shift A, it can also
be "same money chasing less goods" after foreclosure, Shift B!

Though we are led to believe that inflation is caused by an increase
in the money chasing the goods (Shift A), actually, it is caused by a
decrease in the collateral backing up the money (Shift B) due to
foreclosures I/(P+I). Though both inflations shifts feel the same, the
graph shows inflation is not the inverse function of interest, it is the
direct function exposing the Big Lie that interest fights inflation.

HOW "MORT-GAGE" INTEREST CREATES A DEATH-GAMBLE
P < principle, I < Interest, i < Interest Rate, t < Time, J < Inflation
Production Costs (Principal)
Production Prices (Debt)
Purchasable Value (Survivors)
U=J: Unpurchasable Value (Non-survivors)
For Unemployment = 0, let:

100
100+I
100/(100+I)
I/(100+I)
I=0

P
P+I
P/(P+I)
I/(P+I)
I=0

1
exp(it)
1/exp(it)
1-1/exp(it)
i=0, t=0

If all borrowed P and all owed P+I, then only P/(P+I) survive and I/(P+I) do not. (I/(P+I)) is the Miracle
Equation predicting how many get knocked into unemployment “U” and how much collateral is inflated away
“J” for the interest rate “I.” The odds of survival are always set by the interest rate.
INFLATION
The equation for the minimum inflation (J) we must suffer is the same as the equation for unemployment (U)
because the fraction of the people foreclosed on is the fraction of collateral confiscated.
If I=100%, half pay double and half go broke and lose their collateral. If I=50%, a third go broke. If I = 20%, a
sixth go broke
Economics teaches the inflation shift A is up on the left money side, I teach inflation shift B is down on the
right collateral side. Economics only teaches up on the left, never down on the right. Why am I the only person
in the world who noticed the other possibility? http://SmartestMan.Ca/biglie.htm I’ve bet the Miracle Equation
gets me the last Nobel Prize in Economics. Once the Economic riddle is solved, who needs prizes for coming
close? http://SmartestMan.Ca/bankmath.htm
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RAISING COSTS CANNOT REDUCE PRICES
In the 1980s, when they raised interest to 22% to "fight inflation," I was the only politician who noticed that
higher interest costs to producers will be passed along in higher prices to customers, not lower prices! But the
world was successfully suckered to "raise interest to fight inflation." Most people who have not studied
economics, if asked whether interest fights or causes inflation, are quick to agree that a merchant must pass on
increased interest costs in his prices and therefore it is evident that increased interest costs will result in
increased prices. How they then accept politicians who tell them interest fights inflation is a measure of doublethink too. Giving more to the rich is the only orthodox way they know to bring prices down. And they're doing
it again. Google "fight inflation" and note how "raise interest" is the only way you'll hear about fighting
inflation. If they're talking about fighting inflation and not killing it, they're really dancing with it.
http://SmartestMan.Ca/1974
LETS (LOCAL EMPLOYMENT-TRADING SYSTEM)
In 1984, I financed the first interest-free time-based currency software, the LETS Local Employment-Trading
System. Do work for me, I pay you with an IOU for the time. LETS is still often mentioned as the precursor of
interest-free local community currencies whenever new community currencies are launched these days.

ANTI-POVERTY ENGINEER
At the dawn of the internet, if you googled for "Anti-Poverty System," LETS would come up. if you googled
for "Anti-Poverty Engineer," I would come up. I still come up but LETS no longer does.
JUBILEE 2000
The Bible Jubilee calls for remission of debts every 50 years and
Jubilee 2000 wanted the forgiveness of debts in the year 2000. Much
was made of asking the United Nations Millennium Assembly for a
Jubilee 2000. I did a tour of European LETS in 1999, my reports on
my dozen lectures are at http://johnturmel.com/lp.htm It started at The
Other Economic Summit (TOES) in Cologne with the G8 nations. At a
Jubilee 2000 demonstration, I got to speak. And got a great picture.
Notice the placard: Abolish Interest on Debt! Not Abolish Debt.
UNITED NATIONS MILLENNIUM ASSEMBLY UNILETS
The LETS software is why I was invited to speak in 2000 at the United
Nations Millennium Forum in New York where they passed my
resolution C6 in the Millennium Declaration to "restructure the global
financial architecture" with an "alternative time-based currency." The
name UNILETS and it’s greatest feature “Interest-free” were cut out by UN censors but “time-based” makes the
point. https://i-p-o.org/millennium_forum.htm Someday, your time will be your collateral, not yellow rock!
After all, it’s your time that pays your way, not your yellow rock. I've bet that not only will my Miracle
Equation get me the last Nobel Prize in Economics, the LETS software will get me a Nobel Science Prize and
the last Nobel Peace Prize. Once zero is taken from the poor to give to the rich, who will be fighting? Who will
need police and armies? So Science, and the last prizes for Economics and Peace, someday.
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I tried to attend the U.N. Millennium Summit of Religious leaders, couldn’t apply to get in without being an
established religion, got evicted from a preliminary event at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel, and so picketed and
passed out my “Abolish Interest” literature.
Then I attended the U.N. Millennium Summit of Political leaders, and though I was not a head of state, the Sep
7 2000 New York Earth Times that came out during the summit and distributed in all the downtown hotels had
a centerfold page with pictures of Cuba President Fidel Castro, US President Bill Clinton, Saudi Prince, then
King, Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz, UK Prime Minister Tony Blair, China President Jiang Zemin, Palestinian
Chairman Yasser Arafat, Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barack, and top picture, me, John Turmel captioned: “The
lone activist outside the United Nations calling on developed countries to forgive debt owed to them by
developing countries.” If they had noted my placards: “Don’t Cancel Debt, LETS Cancel Debt Growth” and
“Jesus, Mohammed and Nehemiah said: Don’t Lend Money At Interest,” they would have known I wasn’t
asking developed countries to forgive the debt for Principal borrowed which they got to spend but only the debt
for the interest not-borrowed they never got to spend. Still, I made the collage with an impressive coterie if
world leaders!
Finally, there was the Millennium Youth Summit in December. One of the participants was Darrel Von Slack
from Barrie Ontario who had heard me speak give a speech to his class earlier in the year about UNILETS
arranged by President of my Abolitionist Party of Canada Chris Boddy. There is a video of him stating: My
friend John Turmel got the UNILETS resolution passed in the Millennium Forum Declaration and we should
endorse it too. Though they voted for it, and for youth delegates to the UN, both those declarations were deleted
from their declaration!
OSWALD TESTED NEGATIVE FOR GUN-POWDER
D.A. for New Orleans Jim Garrison says the accused assassin of Kennedy tested negative for nitrates! Doesn’t
that change everything?
NO GULF OF TONKIN BULLET HOLES
The Vietnam war started when North Vietnam PT boats were accused of attacking the US destroyer Maddox.
Ten years of war ensued with no one asking if there were any bullet holes? Looks like I’m the first and only.
MARIJUANA PROHIBITION INVALID
In 2000, the Terrance Parker decision by the Ontario Court of Appeal ruled the prohibition on marijuana was
unconstitutional and would be invalid if there were no medical exemption for the sick within 1 year. In 2001, I
was the only person to notice that Health Canada had not exempted Parker within the 1 year they were given!
So the prohibition was dead. So in 2003 I drafted his appeal and made the Crown drop 4,000 charges to prove
the law was dead: http://SmartestMan.ca/stay4k.jpg That's 4,000 charges dropped proving the law was dead.
But the Court of Appeal then said their fixing the exemption made the prohibition alive again. We've argued
only Parliament can bring a law back to life once dead but all judges obeyed the new court-resurrected
prohibition and continued jailing people anyway. My list of early wins is at http://SmartestMan.Ca/wins.htm
GLOBAL WARMERS HIDE COOLING
While the world may have decried the global warming hoaxers after the ClimateGate emails in 2009 caught
them using a "trick to hide the decline." I do not find fault with a scientifically elegant trick being used but am
the only one to find fault with them "HIDING" the decline. And I do find fault with politicians who remain
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duped. http://SmartestMan.Ca/globalwarming.htm We'll know for sure if we end up needing less air
conditioners and more furnaces.
FLAT EARTH
My video https://youtu.be/slOhe35wNWs "Flat Earth Easy To Prove" has been taken by some who didn't
watch it as my approbation of the theory. It is not. Using Newton's inverse square distance law, it would be easy
to prove a flatter non-spherical Earth but no one can do it. Say the earth is a puck. If you are over the center of
the puck, half its thickness away, you would experience a force of attraction straight down. If you were at an
edge, you would be half a width away from the center of the mass. If it's twice as far, you'd feel a quarter of the
pull straight down. And if you were on the top of an edge, you would experience even less pull at an angle
toward the center of the mass. So all you have to do to prove non-spherical earth is to find somewhere where the
force of attraction is not 32 feet per second per second and things fall sideways. Easy to prove, right. Even if
you can't.
BLM BLACK LIES MATTER
When Black Lives Matter were rioting over more unarmed blacks being killed by cops, Tucker Carlson reported
10 such deaths in 2019! No one except me bothered to find out how many were killed before 2019 for 10 to
now be a crisis and only A.G. Bill Barr mentioned there were 38 killed in 2015! So killings went down 70%
under Trump while Black Lies Matter rioters claimed killings had gone up! After 40 years of Human Rights
Tribunals, I can't believe any systemic racism was left unchallenged by all those generations of Star Trekkies
for whom alienism, let alone racism, were frowned upon. This data can still be used to discredit Black Lies
Matter at any time. Checking the down-trend to spot that cop killings had gone down, not up, doesn’t take that
much brilliance except no one else did it. It may not show I’m smart but it sure shows the world is not-smart.
TRUMP NAZI SMEAR
When President Trump said there were "fine people on both sides" of the Charlottesville statue protests, the
Democrat MainStreamMedia omitted that he had then specified "the statue people, not the Nazis" and reported
that the "fine people" were the Nazis.
On Nov 9, five days after the election, Dilbert's Scott Adams said 3 times in Youtube Episode 1182 that if
Trump had only just done this one thing, it would have won him the election. I'm the only person who saw the
winning response and made a video "Lift the Charlottesville Nazi Target off Trumpers' backs" on Oct 13, 3
weeks before the election. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48A3jkRlPFE
Imagine you're watching a high-school basketball game on TV at your university and opine out loud about a
gorgeous young cheer-leader: I'd love to bang her when she turns 18!" Someone tapes it and cuts out the "when
she turns 18" and plays the Lie of Omission all around campus. You get beaten up by some anti-pedo vigilantes,
get called to explain to the Senate why you should not be expelled for your pedophilic tendencies. What's your
best defence to the Lie of Omission? Play the omitted part! They only way to defeat a Lie of Omission is to play
the omission.
My winning move was to play the omitted line to their faces and demand apology for their lie by omission
having caused the murder of a Portland kid. All his mom heard on the news that night was "No one's going to
mourn a dead Nazi." Demanding apology for a lie of omission that got the kid killed was Trump's ultimate Ace.
Sadly, Youtube took down my video with no community strike. Quietly! Surreptitiously. My video
https://rumble.com/vf0o03-youtube-downs-how-trump-wins-video-quietly-no-strike.html explains. If Trump
had seen the video, would he have won the election as Adams says! Decide for yourself: I posted the deleted
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video at Rumble: https://rumble.com/ve4xp1-lift-the-charlottesville-nazi-target-off-trumpers-backs.html This,
like Black Lies Matter death data, will hang over Democrat heads forever. They can always be made to
apologize.
Most interesting in the Trump era is the exposure of the Deep State most people were unaware was running
their world. A.G. Bill Barr let FBI Directory Comey off the hook and all of the major Spygate conspirators
escaped justice. Only one junior lawyer was convicted of changing a CIA letter from "Carter Page does work
for us" to Carter Page "does NOT work for us," thus getting the FISAwarrant to tap everyone whom Page
contacted in the campaign and everyone whom they contacted. Most people don't know that a FISA “doublehop” warrant gets the calls and messages of not only Carter Page and everyone he contacted, 1st hop, but also
everyone they contacted, 2nd hop. If Page spoke to Ivanka, did she speak to Don Jr.? If Page messaged Don Jr.
or Eric, did they message Don Sr. The more people Page contacted in the campaign, the greater likelihood of
netting President Trump. So the kid who inserted one "Not" caught Trump in the net and he was given
probation! So nobody involved in the coup did any time. See my video: Clinesmith Gets Probation for Tapping
Trump
https://rumble.com/ve0bxj-clinesmith-gets-probation-for-tapping-trump.html
And of course, the "Time Magazine Cabal" hired an "army of poll workers" who would be needed to “protect
the election” when the Dominion voting machines rejected large numbers of ballots to be sent for human
adjudication by their "army of poll workers." The steal is statistically evident. Suppressing the Hunter Biden
laptop story saved the Dems 4% who wouldn't have voted for Biden if they'd known about the Big Guy's cut of
the Ukrainian loot. The lead was so small everywhere that only Big Brother suppressing that one story stole the
election from Trump. Big Brother is now calling it a Big Lie to say the Time Cabal army of poll workers and
Main Stream Social Media suppressions stole the election! Big Brother fixed the race.
XX GAMES FOR WOMEN'S SPORTS
What kind of man can't beat the other men but wants to win the trophies of the women? Transgender men still
have XY chromosomes no matter how they feel. Some sporting events have the testosterone level as qualifier.
So laws forcing XX women to let transgender XY men participate should result in no more XX girls winning
any ribbons or medals. Of course, since games are already qualified by weight class, age class, why not
chromozome class? XX Games allow XX women to compete with only XX women, no XY women. If not,
women's sports are destroyed.
HIGH-RISE BALCONY-TO-BALCONY FIRE ESCAPE LADDER
This is just a great idea I recently sent to 20 ladder companies:
For tenants in upper stories of high-rise buildings with balconies.
You could transform your foldable or multi-position ladders into fire-escape ladders by adding two fold-out
hooks on one end.
In the event of a fire, I could hang it over my balcony and step down to the next balcony.
Then lift it and bring it down to that balcony and hook it again and go down to the next.
As well, I could put it between two balconies on the same floor if there are flames below and move laterally.
Finally, maybe a safety belt in case of fall.
I could think that many people in balconies above the range of fire-truck ladders would want such a life-saving
device as well as a useful step ladder in home.
NO FRAUD BALLOT TRUMPS COMPUTER VOTE FRAUD
http://SmartestMan.Ca/nofraudballot.htm
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gG49CUiHHGE
ONTARIO REJECTS NO-FRAUD BALLOT REDESIGN
On Oct 23 2014, I wrote to the Ontario Elections Parties Advisory Committee Elections Officer Greg Essensa
proposing a simple user-traceable ballot re-design to eliminate computer vote fraud:
<< With the recent exposure of vote fraud in the United States, I've given much thought on how the voter
can be sure his vote went to the right candidate despite the possibility of secret vote-flipping software without
having to change any code! By changing the ballot!! Preventing computer miscounting can be guaranteed in the
following way:
When I get to the poll, I pick a blank envelope with a numbered ballot out of a barrel, randomizing that element
too. The ballot's ID number could be on a detachable stub for me to take home.
Then, election evening, all the numbers are posted online so I can check to see that my ID number matches my
vote. Should it not, I could complain about the discrepancy. Should someone ask for proof, I could produce the
carbon copy of the ballot. So a carbon copy ID-numbered ballot eliminates all chance of the computer miscounting! Hoping you institute a sure-vote ballot, I am Sincerely yours John C. Turmel >>
Neat, isn’t it? Even if crooks have the software to flip the vote, it can't be done without being exposed!!!
Mr. Essensa said they dismissed the idea because it gave up too much cherished secrecy in the election process.
Nice of him to want to keep how I voted a secret from me. Because no one but me would have the carbon copy
with serial number. And only I could choose to give up such secrecy to prove my vote wasn't registered right.
But that was Mr. Essensa's pretext to keep the election tabulation corruptible rather than incorruptible. Ontario's
Chief Elections Officer isn't interested in a simple low-tech way to prevent computer vote fraud because it has
to be so secret that I can't find out whom I voted for. It’s really that easy to ensure accurate vote count. Just
another example of John The Engineer coming up with the ideal and being stuck with functionaries who don't
get it.
COVID MORTALITY HYPED HUNDREDFOLD
What may be my greatest claim to fame is my catching WHO comparing the 3.4% Covd mortality rate to the
0.1% Flu mortality rate without telling us it was the Covid 3.4% CFR (Case Fatality Rate) to Flu 0.1% IFR
(Infection Fatality Rate) to hype the mortality a hundredfold. Not one doctor or scientist on Earth noticed how
we were tricked but I did!
On Jan 19 2021, I filed a Statement of Claim asking Federal Court of Canada to declare Covid restrictions
unconstitutional because they Apple Oranged the Covid mortality threat a hundredfold. They flyer I handed out
at 11 different demonstrations:
COVID APPLE ORANGE RESISTANCE
http://facebook.com/groups/AppleOrangeResistance
When we`re told: "Lockdown is for your own greater good," ìt’s no answer to chant "We need freedom,"or
"It hurts too much" but "How is fudging the numbers to hype the threat a hundredfold and lying about
symptomless spread for our own good?" is the reason for righteous anger.
Not knowing when Apple is compared to Orange can trick people. You didn’t know they compared the
Covid CFR Apple to the Flu IFR Orange. AppleOrangeResistance are angry Plaintiffs who found out and filed a
Statement of Claim template in Federal Court of Canada for a $2 fee for damages suffered from Covid
Restrictions on grounds:
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- 1) WHO's comparing the Covid 3.4% "Apple" CFR "Case Fatality Rate" not to Flu's known 10% CFR
"Apple" but to the 100-times smaller Flu 0.1% "Orange" IFR "Infection Fatality Rate" exaggerated the threat by
a hundredfold;
- 2) CDC said masked social distanced lockdowns were needed when "most coronavirus cases spread from
people with no symptoms." An asymptomatic spreader would unknowingly infect clusters of family and friends.
WHO found "NO documented asymptomatic transmission." Wuhan tested 10 million with ZERO asymptomatic
spread;
- 3) On Nov 15 2020, CTV reported 10,947 deaths had 10,781 in long-term care (98.5%) omitting the
difference of only 166 deaths (1.5%) not in long-term-care! Now deleted from their online video. 166 deaths
from 38,000,000 non-long-term-care Canadians is 0.00044%: 1 in 230,000! Old, fat, diabetic and vitamin-Ddeficient die, almost no healthy Canadians. Ontario reported 1 death under 20-years-old so the idiots closed
down the schools to prevent a second.
4) On Mar 24 2020 CDC hyped the deaths by changing the death certificate guidelines to count deaths by
murders, suicides, accidents WITH Covid as FROM Covid. Their site admits only 6% died FROM Covid alone.
5) The number of cases was hyped with many false positives from PCR machines set too sensitive.
Tanzanian President John Magufuli submitted goat, sheep and papaya samples that tested positive. Rest in
Peace Mar 18.
6) France's Didier Raoult used 1 gram of HCQ and lost only 0.8% of patients. Bill Gates' UK Oxford
Recovery test used 9.6 total grams to lose 25.7%. Ten times the overdose was really murder on Bill Gates’
patients.
Mandatory vaccine promotion is based on the delusion that those protected by vaccination are threatened by
the unprotected, like someone with an umbrella worried about
getting wet if others don't have umbrellas too. Can we trust injections from those putting fluoride in water,
aspartame in kids' sweets?
All the world's elected politicians fell for the Apple-Orange comparison and only Guinness Record 101times never-elected-politician John The Engineer Turmel did not.
The template requires name, address, phone, email, signature jpg and damages personally suffered, then
email or upload pdf to the Registry site in minutes. Your action will be stayed. If I lose, you lose but I pay my
costs, stayed actions do not pay any costs. $2 to be part of the Resistance in civil court of face an $880 fine or
lose your license.

FAUCI FALSE ALARM
(SmartestMan.Ca/fauci)

C.F.R. (Apple) Case Fatality Rate
I.F.R. (Orange) Infection Fatality Rate

FLU C19
10% 3.4%
0.1% ??

When Fauci said Corona death rate "thirty times the Flu,"
Would you've hit panic button sounding the alarm bell too?
Had Fauci told the truth, it's really only third as bad,
Would you've hit panic button sounding the alarm so sad?
Can't blame the Chief Executives for sounding the alarm,
It's not their job to check if expert models do more harm.
But a Chief Engineer must check the model blueprint out,
To find out Fauci fudged the metrics. False alarm! to shout.
The Case Fatality Rate (CFR) who die of Flu,
Is "10%" in hospitals, a tenth don't make it through.
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While (IFR) Infection Rate Fatality of all
Is 10th of 1% , Point One, a Thousandth, very small.
When WHO said Covid CFR was 3.4%,
One-third the 10% of Flu, Good News was heaven sent.
But Fauci Apple-Oranged 3.4 to Flu's Point One
Fear Factor amplified a hundredfold when scam begun.
The Gateway Pundit "apples not to apples" first complain,
I checked and found an Apple to an Orange was the stain.
How will a world of scientists admit to being fooled,
By ruse most elementary we thought them very schooled?
March 24, the CDC changed Cause of Death to do,
So Death with Covid, not from Covid, is the guideline new.
Subtracting murders, suicides, and accidents from count,
Shows only six percent of stated deaths is true amount!
The CDC said half transmitters had no symptoms seen,
Not knowing who's a threat, the answer is to quarantine.
Social distance remedied the never knowing who,
Would be infectious, even though they would be very few.
On April 2, WHO said that "after long time searching spent,
Asymptomatic is transmission we can't document."
10 million tested in Wuhan proved CDC was wrong,
Found ZERO symptomless transmitters passing it along.
June 8 WHO said again it won't transmit without a sneeze,
Like Flu, no symptoms is no danger. Coping's now a breeze.
It's easier into a scam the simpletons to coax,
Than to convince them that they have been taken by a hoax.
It feels like we escaped a plague that came so very near.
A panic justifiable; now hard to break the fear.
Admit it's "not so bad" to end imaginary Hell,
We must shake hands and hug again to break demonic spell.
UNLESS YOU'RE SNEEZING. DUH!
"We made a big mistake" said Dr. Bridle in alarm,
"We didn't know the spike could travel, heart and brain to harm."
When spike attaches in an artery, we find the flow,
Impaired enough to have the blood clots start around to grow.
Clots start in capillaries so you'll not yet feel the threat.
As pumping blood gets harder, watch as bigger clots you'll get.
Would you have taken clot shot if Judge Aylen had us told ,
Virus Mortality was over-hyped a hundredfold?
With capillaries clogged by clots from spikes, it may be said,
If you and kids took jab, your clots now make you Walking Dead,
Though Trudeau said the shots were safe, effective, not to fear,
He'll even pay your funeral expenses, what a dear!
Would you have taken jab if Crown Ben Wong had Trudeau told,
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Covid Mortality was over hyped by hundredfold?
Would you have taken jab if Justice Crampton had us told,
That Apple Orange were compared to hype by hundredfold
Would you have taken clot shot if Judge Aylen said: Behold
The CFR to IFR's too small by hundredfold
Would you have taken jab if Justice Zinn had us all told,
Comparing Apple Orange hyped the threat by hundredfold.
Would you have taken jab if Randy Hillier had you told...
Would you have taken clot shot if Max Bernier had you told...
Would you have taken jab if Julie Ponesse had told...
Would you have taken jab if MPPs had us all told...
The clotting danger of the spike vaccine was not known in January. It is now. It’s so obvious that impediments
in the blood stream will cause clots that it’s amazing so few people have found out.
On July 12 2021, Federal Court Prothonotary, now judge
https://www.lexology.com/2010/author/Mandy_Aylen dismissed my proof that Covid Mortality Hyped
Hundredfold by an Apple Orange comparison of the Covid 3.4% CFR Apple to the Flu 0.1% IFR resulting in
the catastrophe we are now suffering because there were insufficient material facts. One judge could have
stopped it all so all the blood is on her hands. An appeal was dismissed on Oct 18 by Justice Zinn.
My book Covid Mortality Hyped Hundredfold https://www.amazon.com/dp/b09dfgld8d has my Statement of
Claim and other pleadings. You’ll need it if you want to refuse to take the clot shot because clogged arteries are
dangerous in response to a virus with a hoax mortality rate that is not dangerous.
My Statement of Claim even included a link to http://SmartestMan.Ca/inverts.htm my Inverts of Unity lesson
on how to convert decimals to fractions and back.
It also shows you how to use the Bell curve to find out what to expect how often next time. My video
"TajProfessor Great Canadian Gambler's Crystal Bell Ball" further explains how I've used the Standard Normal
Bell Curve as a crystal ball to predict what will happen based on what happened with only sample size and
mean.
https://rumble.com/vdui8n-tajprofessor-great-canadian-gamblers-crystal-bell-ball.html
https://youtu.be/lkDDbivUgvo
https://www.facebook.com/john.turmel/videos/10160047481302281
You’ll need to understand them to stay with me. I also included the Bible's two greatest free health tips, fasting
and urine therapy. And finally how the interest-free window at the Bank of Canada could be used to pay our
damages for Trudeau’s incompetence in being tricked by an Apple-to-Orange comparison.
In the last election, I produced a dream team of candidates at http://smartestman.ca/c19team most likely to vote
to lift lockdown restrictions but couldn’t break through the media filter to get the message of the Covid
Mortality Hoax out.
Vaxed are Walking Dead; Spikes Cause Clots
https://rumble.com/vota4b-turmel-vaxed-are-walking-dead-spikes-cause-clots.html
Spike Clots Clog Capillaries of Walking Dead Vaxed
https://rumble.com/vpaj1d-spike-clots-clog-capillaries-of-walking-dead-vaxed.html
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Would you take the suicide clot shot if you knew the Covid Mortality threat is a hoax?
CENSORSHIP
SHADOWBANNING
I tried getting the Black Lies Matter claim of more cop killings when there were 70% less killings by Trump's
police to a couple of hundred of his supporters on Twitter, Facebook, Youtube. Not one noticed and mentioned
it. I tried getting how to lift the Nazi smear off Trump and their backs too but none noticed. Were Trump and
his supporters that stupid to not notice? Or did the social media shadowban my posts so no one saw them. I can
only conclude that none reacted to the Aces I was displaying because they didn't see them.
YOUTUBE
The best proof is Youtube taking down my "Not the Nazis" video without announcement! Had Trump seen it
and dispelled the Nazi smear, the effort to cheat Orange Hitler would have come to naught when it was shown
he wasn't Orange Hitler. Ah but when the Cabal's takedown of Trump is finally known, what an epic exposure
of the powers that will be. 5 of my Covid videos have been removed and can only be seen at Rumble:
http://SmartestMan;Ca/kotp videos index.
YOUTUBE CALLS 911 ENGINEERING ANOMALIES HATE SPEECH
This year 2021, Youtube took down my 2011 video on 911 Engineering Anomalies as "hate speech!" I appealed
pointing there was no identifiable protected group I could have made people hate. Sure, readers may learn to
hate bad engineers who said 1) Jumbo jets can do 500mph in dense sea-level air; 2) gasoline melts steel; 3)
Aluminum tube pierces steel-concrete barriers to come out the other side, but those engineers are not a protected
group and I have the right to hate their guts out loud. Youtube checked and still considered 911 opinion hate
speech.
DISQUS
Disqus is a platform that censors me from commenting on their 750,000 major sites around the world. The sites
don't have to bar my comments, Disqus does it for them without even telling them. That’s pretty centralized
censorship by the platform that no one has yet noticed. If you think being unfollowed can stunt communication,
imagine being prevented from commenting almost everywhere. http://SmartestMan.Ca/disqus.htm
FACEBOOK
In Jul 2021, my Facebook “Trump Twits” page where I had my 5 years of commentary on US political
activities was taken down for violating community guidelines. I still don’t know which. My Covid groups have
had their exposure reduced for violating community guidelines, whichever, they didn’t say.
NEED MORE EVIDENCE?
Does SmartestMan.Ca need more examples of where I am right and the whole world is wrong?
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